ROAD TESTED

Wheels

Upgrading your wheels is the most
effective improvement you can make to
your bike. We take 14 pairs for a spin to
see which are best…
freehub
The mechanism that
forms part of the rear
hub which the sprockets
locate onto. The
internals contain a
freewheel system that
transmits drive to make
the bike go forwards,
but allows the wheel
to spin without driving
the chain.

hub
manufacturers have
different designs but all
have an axle that
attaches to the
dropouts, a shell that
the spokes attach to,
and bearings that allow
the whole thing to spin.

Rims
The outer part of the
wheel that the tyres fit
to. These can be
aluminium, carbon fibre,
or a mix of the two. The
inside edges of the rim
can either be hooked for
clincher (inner-tube) or
tubeless tyres to fit – or
dished for tubular tyres.
The rims have holes
drilled in them for the
spoke nipples to fit into.

Rim tape
Covers the holes where
the spoke nipples go to
prevent the inner-tube
puncturing on the edge
of the holes.

Bearings
These allow the wheel
to rotate about the
non-rotating axle
assembly. Consisting of
an inner race (static, on
the axle) and an outer
race (rotates with the
wheel) separated by
balls that roll in grooves
between inner and
outer races.

spokes
spokes tie the rims to
the hubs, forming the
structure of the wheel
and making all the
components work
together. spokes can be
steel, aluminium alloy or
carbon composite and
there are a variety of
methods of attaching
them to both the rim
and the hub.

Crossed and radial spoke pattern

flange

The crossing count is the number of times
one spoke crosses other spokes – 3-cross
is where one spokes crosses other spokes
three times. A radial spoke pattern is
where the spokes go out from the hub to
the rim without crossing any others. This
reduces spoke length and saves weight.

The outer ends of the hub that the spokes
attach to. These can be small diameter,
which require longer spokes, or large
diameter, needing shorter spokes. Longer
spokes tend to build a more forgiving
wheel, shorter spokes tend to build a
stiffer and hence harder riding wheel.

Nipple
Brass or alu nut that
attaches the spoke to
the rim or hub. Used to
tension the spokes, and
to straighten the wheel
if knocked out of true.
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Race wheels
Paul Hewitt £467.60 a pair

how we tested them
Before using them, we checked all the wheels for trueness (side to side
movement) and roundness. We also checked the bearings, with a rating of ‘Perfect’
meaning they felt silky smooth to turn between thumb and forefinger. We also rated the
hubs for how much adjusting they needed when new, and gave spoke tension before
use a rating out of 10 – 10 is perfect, while a score of less than 7 would have us reaching
for the spoke nipple key to tighten them. After putting in the same number of
kilometres of riding into each pair we took all the measurements again. Also, where the
tyres are very tight fitting and hard to get on easily, we’ve said so.
Flexible wheels can rob you of speed and cause the rim to rub on the brake blocks. To
test for acceleration we performed a series of ‘lamppost sprints’ – a test involving
sprinting from one lamppost to another, starting at 15mph, to see which were the easiest
to wind up to speed. To compare these results with measured readings we rigidly
mounted the axle of each wheel in a jig and placed a 15kg weight on the edge of the rim.
Then, using an engineer’s dial gauge we measured how much the rim bent upwards in
reaction to this and called it our ‘deflection test’. The tests were carried out with a fully
inflated tyre as these can effectively shrink the overall diameter of the wheel with a
resultant reduction in spoke tension.

Traditional handbuilt wheels
like these use rims and spokes that
are cheaper and easier to source
than some factory-built wheels.
Hewitt’s wheels are built to order,
and ours are based on Ambrosio’s
highly regarded Excellight rims,
the easiest on test to fit a tyre to.
The Royce Ultralight hubs are
polished and the smooth cartridge
bearings live on titanium axles
(after 12 years’ use on another set
of wheels we haven’t needed to
use Royce’s next day bearing
replacement service). Hewitt uses
28 DT Swiss butted spokes up
front, 32 at the rear; spoke tension
was even all-round and remained
perfect throughout testing. Pro-lock
brass nipples add strength on the
drive-side, with lighter aluminium
nipples elsewhere. Being heavier,
these don’t accelerate as quickly as
the Eastons or Pro-Lites, but if we
were travelling further afield or
touring we’d take these with their
easily replaceable spokes.
www.hewittbikefitting.co.uk

Very well built no-frills
wheels that should
last ages

Bontrager Aeolus 5.0 ACC
£399.99 f, £449.99 R

Tech info

Weight F: 820g R: 1050g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: 0.2mm R: Perfect
truth after F: 0.4mm R: 0.2mm
roundness new
F: 0.3mm R: 0.4mm
roundness after
F: 0.3mm R: 0.5mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Good R: Good
Hub adjustment after
F: Good R: Good
Deflection 3.3mm

Weight F: 732g R: 975g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: Perfect R: Perfect
truth after F: Perfect R: Perfect
roundness new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
roundness after
F: Excellent R: Excellent
tension new F: 10/10 R: 10/10
tension after F: 10/10 R: 10/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 4.9mm

Campagnolo Eurus 2-Way Fit £772.99 a pair

Bontrager has a long
association with aerodynamicist
Steve Hed who took time out from
producing his own wheels to
design the Aeolus. Despite being
200g above the average in this test
their exceptional stiffness made
them feel very effective for
sprinting and attacking on short
sharp climbs, but the short spokes
made for a harsh feeling ride. The
rim is deeper and more
aerodynamic than the others, but
it didn’t feel any faster or efficient
once up to speed. Their tendency
to catch side winds made the bike
twitchy, and it was tricky to keep a
line in blustery conditions in a
time-trial, though a rider who used
them in a road race found merit in
this when lining himself up for a
sprint. The alloy hubs use 6901
cartridge bearings, but they are a
little trickier to adjust than cup
and cone bearings.
Bontrager’s crash replacement
policy gives a 40 per cent discount
on a new wheel.
www.trekbikes.com

These are the best for
absolute speed, but it’s
a harsh ride

9

Tech info

8

The 2-Way fit rims accept
clincher and tubeless tyres, though
fitting regular clinchers is a little
more difficult. The overall design,
which features oversize aluminium
spokes and nipples, is similar to
the Fulcrum Racing Zero. Tightly
clustering the spokes like this gives
the impression that areas of the
rim are unsupported, but they
remained almost perfectly true
throughout testing and the
deflection test proved it didn’t
affect stiffness.
The user-serviceable angular
contact bearings (adjustable and
serviceable like an old style cup
and cone but in one self contained
unit) make for smooth running.
They felt sensational sprinting
with regular clincher tyres, and
though fitting the tubeless tyres
made a negligible difference at
first, as we piled on the miles it
was clear that their suppleness
bridged the difference between the
Eurus and the more comfortable
wire-spoked wheels tested.
www.chickencycles.co.uk

Fast and comfortable
wheels with tubeless
tyres fitted

9

Tech info

Weight F: 661g R: 868g
freehub Campagnolo
truth new F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
truth after F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
roundness new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
roundness after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
tension new F: 10/10 R: 10/10
tension after F: 10/10 R: 10/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 3.3mm
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Shimano Dura-Ace Tubeless WH-7450
£293.61 F, £371.91 R

DT Swiss 1850 £299.99 F, £399.99 R

Tech info

Weight F: 857g R: 998g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
truth after F: 0.2mm R: 0.6mm
roundness new
F: Perfect R: 0.3mm
roundness after
F: 0.2mm R: 0.3mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 5.5mm

DT Swiss uses its own Aero
spokes – 20 for the front and 24
for the rear – laced to attractive
V-section rims in a 2-cross pattern.
They’re designed for heavy,
powerful riders but their above
average weight makes them lag
behind the other wheels in this
upper price band on long uphill
drags and they feel sluggish to get
rolling. Once up to speed, though,
the heavier and more powerful
riders in the test group found it
easy to keep the momentum over
small uphill gradients.
The Michelin Pro 3 tyres used
throughout testing were harder to
fit to these wheels than the others,
resulting in sore thumbs and
swearing when it came to a
roadside puncture repair. We
couldn’t access the bearings but
these hubs have an impeccable
reputation for reliability so we
aren’t complaining.
Replacement rims are available
for £64.99, with a valid receipt.
www.madison.co.uk

Great build quality and
subjective stiffness, but
not the lightest

7

Easton EA90 SLX £599.99 a pair

Tech info

Weight F: 601g R: 790g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F Perfect R 0.1mm
truth after F: 0.2mm R: 0.1mm
roundness new
F: 0.1mm R: 0.1mm
roundness after
F: 0.1mm R: 0.2mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Good R: Good
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 5.4mm

Understated, but
future-proof, tough and
resilient

8

Tech info

Weight F: 665g R: 871g
freehub Shimano
truth new F: 0.1mm R: Perfect
truth after F: 0.1mm R: Perfect
roundness new
F: 0.1mm R: 0.2mm
roundness after
F: 0.2mm R: 0.3mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 4.1mm

FSA RD-400EU £349.95 a pair

These are the lightest wheels on
test and they really feel like it on
steeper climbs. All Easton’s wheels
are hand-trued for finer control
over the finished product. Instead
of using elbowed spokes, Easton
spokes are threaded directly into
the hub before final tensioning,
then tested using a sonic device to
ensure even tension. The result is
rim trueness and roundness close
to perfection.
To increase pedalling efficiency,
Easton uses a 25mm rim with 24
spokes at the rear and, to minimise
weight, a 22mm rim with 18
spokes at the front. The rear has
spoke holes biased towards the
drive-side, so there’s less disparity
between spoke tension across the
wheel. The result is a stronger,
longer-lasting wheel less
susceptible to sideways flex than
the other wire-spoke wheels here.
The hubs use well shielded
hybrid ceramic bearings that feel
ultra-smooth, and have the edge
on all the other wheels tested here
for stiffness and lightness.
www.extrauk.co.uk

Outstanding value for a
pair of wheels that
perform so well

The hubs of these wheels use
superbly engineered rebuildable
bearings and straight pull spokes.
The rim has a bigger radius on the
inside edge to make fitting tubeless
tyres quick and relatively easy. The
wheels were true and stayed that
way during testing thanks to very
even spoke tension to begin with.
Shimano’s claim that scandium
rims provide better stopping power
than aluminium ones was well
founded in wet conditions but not
in the dry where they were slightly
less efficient. Wear indicators
show when your rim has reached
the end of its life, and when it has
replacements are £140.
A minimalist appearance
doesn’t suggest great stiffness or
efficiency, but these wheels are
among the best on test when it
comes to sprinting. Fitted with the
tubeless Hutchinson tyres (see
p89) these give a supple ride, ideal
for anything from sportives to
racing. Wheel bags are included.
www.madison.co.uk

9

These are third in line from the
entry level in FSA’s road range and
are based on a 25mm rim laced to
the hubs with straight pull elliptical
section spokes and nipples
concealed in the rim. The skewer
is one of the best on test and the
excellent quality hub bearings are
well shielded from moisture. The
wheels are handbuilt using 20
front and 24 rear spokes but
there’s a larger than average
amount of dishing. The disparity
between left and right hand spoke
tension plus an absence of thread
locking agent on the nipples
caused the rear wheel to go out of
true slightly during testing. They
trued up easily using the spoke
key supplied, though you have to
remove the tyre and rim tape to
get at the nipples. In a straight race
of the sub-£500 wheels to the top
of a hill the FSAs finished second
behind the Pro-Lites, but didn’t
rank among those most willing to
respond to bursts of speed in the
lamppost sprints.
They have a two-year warranty.
www.windwave.co.uk

Great looking set of wheels
but indifferent
performance

7

Tech info

Weight F: 748g R: 929g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: 0.6mm R: 1.0mm
truth after F: 1.5mm R: 1.0mm
roundness new
F: 1.0mm R: 0.5mm
roundness after
F: 1.0mm R: 0.5mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 7/10 R: 7/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Excellent R: Excellent
Hub adjustment after
F: Excellent R: Excellent
Deflection 5.6mm
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Mavic Cosmic Carbone SL £850 a pair

Tech info

Weight F: 810g R: 1040g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
truth after F: 0.3mm R: 0.2mm
roundness new
F: 0.5mm R: 0.3mm
roundness after
F: 0.5mm R: 0.4mm
tension new F: 9/10 R: 9/10
tension after F: 9/10 R: 9/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 4.2mm

Miche Connect £366.99 a pair

Mavic’s Cosmic range is
designed for time-trials and
triathlons. The bearings can be
accessed easily with Allen keys
and the freehub body is integrated
within the hub, making it stronger
and simpler than most other
designs. The spokes are attached
to the well of the rim rather than
its smallest periphery and the
longer spoke path helps dissipate
shock. This makes them easier to
live with on poor road surfaces
than other deep section wheels
(the spokes go through the carbon
‘covers’ all the way to the rim).
As with the other deep section
wheels, on fast descents we found
ourselves freewheeling past riders
on shallow section wheels, but
these feel faster on the climbs than
the other deep section ones. This
is partly due to the deep-section
carbon being very thin and light,
acting like a cover rather than a
structural part of the wheel.
Wheels bags are included.
www.mavic.com

Versatile performers
and a great looking set
of wheels

9

Pianni PCX £349 a pair

Tech info

Weight F: 739g R: 832g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: Perfect R: Perfect
truth after F: Perfect R: Perfect
roundness new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
roundness after
F: 0.2mm R: Perfect
tension new F: 10/10 R: 10/10
tension after F: 10/10 R: 10/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 4.1mm

Miche made its name making
components and groupsets in the
1980s. The Connects look
expensive with their orange
anodised hubs and 20/24, 3-cross
drive-side and radial spoke
patterns. The company has
addressed concerns we had with
an earlier pair by making sure all
of the bladed stainless steel spokes
line up and point forward in an
aerodynamic fashion.
The Connects flex very little, the
bearings are well adjusted and
balance is good, but as one of the
heaviest wheelsets on test they
were marked down for climbing.
They also feel reluctant to get up
to speed on level roads and felt
slower than wheels costing half
the price in our sub-£300 wheel
test (issue 219). Trueness and
roundness wasn’t great, and the
rear lost some tension but the
spokes remained tight to a
satisfactory level and trued up
okay. Spares are readily available.
www.vinerbikes.com

Indifferent performance
considering how much
money you’re spending

6

Tech info

Weight F: 806g R: 1061g
freehub Campag/Shimano
truth new F: 0.7mm R: 0.3mm
truth after F: 1.2mm R: 0.4mm
roundness new
F: 0.5mm R: 0.2mm
roundness after
F: 0.6mm R: 0.7mm
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 7/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 3.6mm

Pro RC50 Clincher £419.99 F, £479.99 R
Pete Matthews offers a
bespoke wheel building service.
He’s built for former pro riders
Sean Yates and Robert Millar
among others. These wheels were
built for a 70kg rider who specified
a light and strong wheel suitable
for sportive style riding. Matthews
came up with a shallow rim,
butted stainless steel spokes and a
24 spoke design based on a 2-cross
spoke pattern. The Kooka hubs are
a weight saving upgrade from the
standard spec, £299 build based
on Ambrosio hubs, and feature
smooth running and easily
serviceable bearings. Lateral
trueness was out by 0.2mm but
was easily corrected with a spoke
key. The rear remained perfectly
true and unlike most of the wheels
on test they don’t hop when you
spin them up between thumb and
forefinger when fitted with tyre
and tube – showing that these
wheels balanced up very well. Not
excelling in any one thing, but
overall performance is good,
making them great all-rounders.
% 0151 924 9311

Not that stiff and not that
sexy, but speedy and
great value

8

The Pro brand was created by
Shimano so professional teams
could use the kit on their bikes
without conflicting with the other
main manufacturer of cycle
components, Campagnolo. Pro
wheels, though, are only
compatible with Shimano
cassettes. The rims are 12k carbon
fibre composite, with 24 Sapim
Aero spokes laced up front and
rear. Shimano Ultegra hubs
complete the package. Their
considerable weight can be felt out
on the road, especially in the
starting effort of a time-trial and
they feel a little slow on climbs,
though once they’re up to speed
they hang on to it over slight crests
in the road, rivalling the Mavic
Cosmics. They give a reasonably
comfortable ride too, even with
the tyres pumped up hard.
Replacement rims aren’t listed but
a crash replacement policy is in
the offing.
Wheel bags are included, but
you’ll need valve extenders or long
valve inner-tubes.
www.madison.co.uk

Slow to get going, but fast
once up to speed; best
suited to flat time-trials

7

Tech info

Weight F: 904g R: 1125g
freehub Shimano
truth new F: 0.3m R: 0.3m
truth after F: 0.3m R: 1.0m
roundness new
F: 0.2m R: Perfect
roundness after
F: 0.2mm R: Perfect
tension new F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
Hub adjustment new
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Hub adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
Deflection 3.5mm
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Race wheels
Pro-lite Bracciano-s £339.99 a pair

Tech info

Weight F: 643g R: 888g
freehuB Campag/Shimano
truth neW F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
truth after F: 0.2mm R: 0.5mm
roundness neW
F: 0.7mm R: 0.7mm
roundness after
F: 0.7mm R: 0.7mm
tension neW F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
huB adjustment neW
F: Perfect R: Perfect
huB adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
defleCtion 5.9mm

roval Échappée £299.99 a pair

these handBuilt Wheels are
based around 27mm deep
V-section 6066 aluminium rims,
radially laced to 20 evenly
tensioned Pro-Lite double butted
stainless steel aero spokes at the
front, and 24 rear spokes laced in a
2-cross pattern. All the nipples are
heat treated aluminium. The hubs
have top quality adjustable
angular contact cartridge bearings
and a needle roller bearing unit on
the inside section of the freehub
(to make the overlap between
freehub and hub body stiffer).
The Pro-Lites don’t sprint as
well as the Fulcrums and Campags
but they have a turn of speed
that’s hard to find elsewhere at
this price. They also give a
comfortable ride. The rear went
slightly more out of true during
testing but was easily fixed.
Roundness was slightly out from
the start but got no worse. There’s
a 30 per cent discount on the cost
of replacing a crashed wheel.
www.chainreactioncycles.com

Light, fast and a great
value set of raceday
wheels

9

roval Briefly aPPeared in the
1980s with the first mass produced
low spoke-count wheels for racing
bikes, and the name has reemerged as part of Specialized’s
empire. The chunky anodised
alloy hubs are slotted to accept
straight-pull spokes and you can
access the bearings for servicing
using two Allen keys.
The DT New Aero butted spokes
– 20 front radial, 24 rear crossed
on the drive-side – were evenly
tensioned and the wheels true out
of the box and throughout the test.
These are the most affordable
wheels on test, and Specialized
says they are suitable for heavier
riders and training, but we still
don’t reckon they’re as good as
some in our sub-£300 wheels test
(issue 219). Some commonly used
tyres were also extremely hard to
fit. On the plus side, you get a
good double wheel bag, a lifetime
warranty, and a crash replacement
policy (£100 front/£150 rear).
www.specialized.com

Attractive and strong
wheelset, but no
lightweight

fulcrum racing Zero £799.99 a pair

Tech info

Weight F: 665g R: 871g
freehuB Campag/Shimano
truth neW F: 0.2mm R: 0.2mm
truth after F: 0.3mm R: 0.2mm
roundness neW
F: Perfect R: 0.3mm
roundness after
F: 0.3mm R: 0.4mm
tension neW F: 10/10 R: 10/10
tension after F: 10/10 R: 10/10
huB adjustment neW
F: Perfect R: Perfect
huB adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Perfect
defleCtion 3.1mm

fulCrum is a company created
by Campagnolo to sate the thirst
for wheels compatible with
Shimano gear systems, but it also
makes these with a Campagnolo
freehub. Not to be confused with
the 2-Way version that uses black
rims and is 70g lighter, these
clincher-only versions are
recognisable by their red anodised
spokes, hubs and rims. The
oversized aluminium spokes add
stiffness and reduce the likelihood
of spoke breakage; the back of the
rim is – like the Campagnolo
Eurus – smooth so there’s no need
for rim tape. Such is their stiffness
that only the deep section wheels
on test can match them for an
all-out feeling of acceleration in
the lamppost sprints, and on the
climbs the Racing Zeros walk
away from all but one of their
rivals – the Easton EA90.
These are one of the best on test
but their complexity means
specialist knowledge is required to
replace spokes or rims when the
need arises. Wheel bags included.
www.fulcrumwheels.com

outstanding performance,
though red won’t suit
everyone’s bike…

9

7

Tech info

Weight F: 770g R: 985g
freehuB Shimano
truth neW F: Perfect R: Perfect
truth after F: Perfect R: 0.2mm
roundness neW
F: 0.2mm R: 0.1mm
roundness after
F: 0.2mm R: 0.1mm
tension neW F: 8/10 R: 8/10
tension after F: 8/10 R: 8/10
huB adjustment neW
F: Perfect R: Good
huB adjustment after
F: Perfect R: Good
defleCtion 3.5mm

the verdiCt
Winner

First off, there were a lot of very
decent wheels on test here, and
as always judging it was a close
run thing. At not much more than
£300, both the Pro-Lite
Braccianos and Pete Matthews’
Pianni wheels proved strong
performers out on the road – and
the latter can also be built to
your own personal specifications.
The same is true of Paul
Hewitt, who once again built a
pair of top quality race wheels
that should last for years. This
shows that even in the age of
branded, big name, machinebuilt wheels, the bespoke

wheelbuilder is far from an
endangered species in the British
cycling world.
When it does come to the big
hitters, it’s no surprise that
Easton, Fulcrum, Campagnolo
and Mavic all delivered excellent
quality hoops. The handbuilt
Eastons were the lightest wheels
on test and at £600 represent
great value, but the Braccianos
just edge it as our best buy.
Mavic’s Cosmic Carbones also
proved a great wheel, though at a
price. But you can rest assured
that any of the wheels that
scored 9/10 won’t let you down.
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